The electron-multiplying charge-coupled device (EMCCD) camera possesses an electron multiplying function that can effectively convert the weak incident photon signal to amplified electron output, thereby greatly enhancing the contrast of the acquired images. This device has become a popular photon detector in single-cell biophysical assays to enhance subcellular images. However, the quantitative relationship between the resolution in such measurements and the electron multiplication setting in the EMCCD camera is not well-understood. We therefore developed a method to characterize the exact dependence of the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR) on EM gain settings over a full range of incident light intensity. This information was further used to evaluate the EMCCD performance in subcellular particle tracking. We conclude that there are optimal EM gain settings for achieving the best SNR and the best spatial resolution in these experiments. If it is not used optimally, electron multiplication can decrease the SNR and increases spatial error. 
Introduction
Single-cell biophysical assays that quantify size [1] , morphology [2] and movement [3, 4] of subcellular components can provide great insight into macromolecular function and effectively bridge the biological activities at the cellular and the molecular scale together [5] . However, given the heterogeneous nature of the cell structure, single cell measurements need to be performed with high resolution to produce accurate and statistically meaningful data [6, 7] . The most straightforward way to conduct such measurements is through the analysis of individual images or a stack of images acquired with high-resolution microscopy [5, 8, 9] . Therefore, the success of these types of measurements relies on the capability of the camera to obtain high quality cell images. In modern microscopic systems, the most common device adopted as a photon detector is the charge-coupled device (CCD) camera, which can simultaneously use more than one million parallel arrays to sense the intensity profile of light emitted from objects within the visual field of the microscope. With this device, cell images with detailed information can be captured and later analyzed.
Yet, the performance of the CCD camera deteriorates with decreasing light intensity from the sample [10] , and this significantly reduces the accuracy of low intensity subcellular measurements, such as in single molecule fluorescence imaging. This problem can be solved by acquiring images on much more expensive avalanche photodiode detectors (APD) or photomultiplier tubes (PMT) [11, 12] . These types of detectors do not have large numbers of individual sensing units like the parallel array of the CCD camera. When acquiring information from the visual field of the microscope, an APD or a PMT sensor needs to use a scanning mode, which is usually much slower than the CCD camera. Therefore, if the spatial resolution of low intensity images in a CCD camera can be improved, the CCD camera becomes the best choice due to its accessibility and high acquisition rate.
Several intensity-enhanced techniques have been developed to obtain high contrast images from low intensity signals such as intensified CCD (ICCD) and electron multiplying CCD (EMCCD) [10] . After the back-illuminated EMCCD camera was introduced, the sensitivity of EMCCD has outperformed the ICCD and the EMCCD has become a popular choice for imaging the dynamics of single molecules in cells [13, 14] . EMCCD utilizes several specialized extended serial registers on the CCD chip to apply a high voltage and produce multiplying gain through the process of impact ionization in silicon [15] . This capability to elevate the photon-generated signal above the readout noise of the device even at high frame rates has made it possible to meet the need for ultra-low-light imaging applications without the use of external image intensifiers [16] .
While the EMCCD camera is certainly promising for single particle tracking, a quantitative evaluation of the influence of EM gain on spatial resolution has not been performed. Therefore, we derived equations to relate the nominal EM gain with image intensity and the variance of image intensity. These equations were fit to experimental data to estimate the relevant image parameters. Quantitative mappings were used along with a Monte Carlo procedure to calculate the dependence of signal to noise ratio (SNR) and spatial positioning error on EM gain. We successfully optimized the EMCCD performance to achieve the best spatial resolution and SNR for particle tracking by this approach. Through this specific example, we have created a general method, applicable to other types of CCD cameras, which can optimize electron multiplication for subcellular imaging, and provide a quantitative guideline to improve the accuracy of subcellular biophysical assays.
Methods and results

The EM gain can influence quantitative image analysis
EM gain is an analog signal multiplication feature that multiplies an electronic signal by applying high voltage across several CCD registers before readout [15] . The EM gain setting of the EMCCD camera aims to improve the contrast of the image. Image analysis uses intensity profiles of a group of specific pixels that describe an object. The intensity relations between the adjacent pixels are important for reliable tracking of a single particle. However, the EM gain function does not amplify the SNR equally for objects with different intensities [17] . In a typical particle tracking experiment, there are several objects of interest within the visual field, each with their own respective intensity profile designated by a group of pixels. If the EM gain setting does not evenly amplify all of these signals, then there may be an optimal EM gain setting for achieving the best spatial resolution.
To investigate this in more detail, two types of cellular bodies were probed to determine if the EM gain could preserve or consistently improve the spatial resolution of positioning. Cytoplasmic mRNA processing bodies (also called P-bodies or GW-bodies), labeled by GFPAgo2 [18] through transfection, and nuclear promyelocytic leukemia (PML) bodies, labeled by YFP-Sumo1 (Addgene Inc., Cambridge, MA), were video-tracked without EM gain or with EM gain = 2000 in a fixed NIH 3T3 fibroblast using a TE 2000 microscope (Nikon, Melville, NY), equipped with a Cascade:1K EMCCD camera (Roper Scientific, Tucson, AZ) and a NA 1.45, oil-immersion 60 × objective lens (Nikon). For a specific type of EMCCD camera, the EM gain is an arbitrary number correlated to the applied voltage on the CCD registers. The range for our camera EM gain setting is between 0 and 4095. Through proper assignment of the region of interest (ROI) a high temporal resolution (30 Hz) can be achieved. In our case, the binning feature in the CCD camera is set as 3 × 3, resulting in a pixel size of 390 nm. Under these two EM settings, 300 experimental images repeatedly acquired from the same sample were used to assess the variance of positioning via particle tracking [19] . In brief, the raw images were subjected to a Gaussian kernel filter [20, 21] to reduce background noise before being fed into the 2D-particle tracking algorithm. The algorithm determined the particles' positions by least-square fitting their logarithmic intensities in the 3 × 3 binning area directly into a Gaussian curve:
where the fitted peak intensity determines the particle's sub-pixel position, ( x µ′ , y µ′ ), within the central pixel of the binning area (the origin, (0, 0), is set to the center of the pixel). In Eq.
(1), P I represents the pixel intensity of a particle and the fitted parameters, I ′ , a R′ , x µ′ , and y µ′ represent the particle's peak intensity, apparent radius, and the position in the x-and y-direction of a Cartesian plane, respectively. These results indicate that the positioning error strongly depends on the EM gain setting in a manner that depended on the intensity of the tracked object. (Fig. 1) . Choosing an EM gain of 2000 increased the positioning error by as much as 48% (subcellular body #6) and decreased it by 44% (subcellular body #3). 
EM gain characterization
The above result suggested that an optimal EM gain setting might exist to achieve the minimal positioning error in particle tracking. Thus, we developed a method to characterize the EM gain performance in the image acquisition process as it relates to subcellular particle tracking. Previously, we established a method to estimate the positioning error of particle tracking in an acquired image by direct mapping of the important image parameters using a Monte Carlo simulation technique. This method requires the information of a pixel's SNR profile over the whole intensity range. We derived the quantitative mapping between the intensity-dependent SNR and the EM gain as discussed below. This discussion will define many variables that are summarized in Table 1 for reference. 
Total pixel intensity variance
Spatial resolution in particle tracking
Gaussian particle size
The derivation accounted for the conversion of incident photons into final pixel intensity ( Fig. 2A) . Consider P N as the average number of photons per pixel that are incident on the CCD camera coming from the observed object. P N photons give rise to PE N electrons. In addition, DE N electrons, dark current, are generated over time by thermal energy within the CCD camera, which are independent of the incident light on the detector [22] . Next, a fixed value of EM gain, k, which depends on the applied voltage [15] , amplifies the electrons by a multiplication factor,
. This multiplied electron signal is ultimately sent to the analogdigital converter that converts electron signals to an intensity count by a factor, ADC G , with an offset, , offset k
I
, to give the final average digital intensity per pixel, , out k
. The described signal processing in an EMCCD camera can be mathematically represented as:
Because the magnitude of dark current electrons increases with the exposure time [23] , the effect of dark current electrons can be mitigated by decreasing the exposure time of the analyzed image. However, as seen in Eq. (2), the signal from dark current is multiplied by the effective EM gain,
; hence, its effect on the magnitude of the output cannot be omitted at high k. Since the , offset k I value does not change with the binning setting of the CCD camera, which can boost the dark current signal depending on the integrated pixels, we adjusted the level of binning without incident light and used linear fitting to obtain the , offset k I in Eq. (2). At ground state (k = 0), Eq. (2) can be rearranged as: 
We acquired images at varying light source intensities at a fixed k, and measured average where k F is called the excess factor) into the signal, which is generated from all the register steps [15] . Finally, the analog to digital converter converts the electronic signal to an output intensity count by the multiplication factor, ADC G , also generating an additional signal independent read-out variance, 2 R σ . This leaves a total pixel intensity variance,
Substituting the intensity count for the electronic signal, we get:
.
In the above equation, the value of , EM k G is already known from the previous measurements and fitting. We next measured 2 , out k σ as half of the variance of the pixel intensities in the image obtained from two repeated image subtractions (we accounted first for pattern noise, which is systematic variation in pixel intensities). Equation (6) This value was not expected to change as a function of k; therefore, we assumed this to be constant for fitting Eq. (6) to the data at non-zero values of k (Fig. 2C) . This allowed us to estimate the excess factor k F . In the high intensity region, the variance obtained by experiments was smaller than that of the theoretically estimated value. This is presumably a result of image saturation. The theoretical calculation does not take the saturation into account; hence, the estimated variance can represent the total shot noise and readout noise at high incident photon levels. In a real case, a signal with intensity higher than the maximum pixel output can cause the pixel to only export that maximum output value, giving rise to a signal loss. Thus, the mean and variance of the output intensity count will be underestimated as the intensity count approaches saturation.
The signal to noise ratio (SNR) can be used to optimize the EM gain setting
One can also easily derive the SNR at various incident photon magnitudes as:
With short acquisition times, the dark electron effect can be neglected. The PE N value can be calculated by Eq. (2) using the value of , out k
I
. Therefore, we can estimate the theoretical SNR for different PE N at a given EM-setting from Eq. (7) since all parameters in this equation are known ( Table 2) . As a result, the theoretical SNR for k = 2000 can be calculated over whole working range of light intensity. Meanwhile, this value can also be obtained from the value of (Fig. 3A) shows that the experiments were in very good agreement with the theoretical estimates. ) but at different k values (Fig. 3B) indicates that changing the EM gain setting can result in different SNR values under identical illumination. At higher incident photon levels, SNR can be simplified to / PE k N F by neglecting the readout noise in Eq. (7). Hence, no single EM gain achieved the best performance as predicted by the minimization of the excess factor (Fig. 3B ), but at lower P N , increasing k enhances the SNR (Fig. 3B inset) . The improvement of the SNR at low P N plateaus when k is above 2000 for our imaging system, and the SNR crossover takes place around ,0 out I = 1800 au (Fig. 3C ).
EM gain effects on multi-pixel analysis
The above study revealed the capability of EM gain to improve the SNR at the single pixel level when the intensity of incident light is low, but that it has the opposite effect when the light intensity is high. The extent to which this can influence spatial resolution during particle tracking where multiple groups of pixels are analyzed is unclear. The different pixels may possess various intensities, and the EM process could introduce spatially varying error in the analysis. We therefore determined the effect of EM gain on the positioning error ( S ε ; or spatial resolution) of particle positioning of a 100-nm particle using a Monte Carlo method published previously [19] . A Gaussian particle with a fixed radius was assigned different peak intensities sequentially to mimic real system conditions. Furthermore, proper magnitudes of random noise corresponding to the noise profile of the assigned signal intensity under the specified EM gain condition, were added to each pixel in the simulation [19] . Fixed pattern noise in our CCD camera has a minimal effect on particle resolution as demonstrated from Monte Carlo simulations (data not shown). Therefore, this type of noise was omitted from further simulations while identifying the S ε of a particle. The extracted S ε values correspond to varying particle peak intensities ( peak I denotes the peak intensity at k = 0, see Fig. 4A ),
showing that EM gain can significantly improve S ε by more than 10 fold when the peak I of the object is lower than 100 au. This EM gain effect decreases gradually and eventually reverses at high peak I (≥ 2000 au). For example, a Gaussian particle with peak I of 15,000 au possesses 2.3 times smaller ε S at k = 0 than at k = 2000. Saturation of a pixel can occur when the peak I of a Gaussian particle is high, and this caused a fluctuating and irregular correlation between S ε and peak I in the simulation results.
To understand the above phenomenon in more detail, we calculated the critical peak I value ( , C k I ), which is the intersection point of the ε S curves in Fig. 4A at k = 0 and another EM gain setting k (Fig. 4B) . Due to the adverse effect of EM gain on ε S in object positioning at high intensity levels, the figure suggests a boundary (the , C k I -k curve) to separate the regions between where EM gain activation is beneficial for object positioning and where it is not. The profile also sets a quantitative standard for applying adequate EM gain. It is important to note that increasing the EM gain reduces the working range of photon acquisition and therefore leads to a smaller working range of peak I values.
Optimal EM gain depends on the size and background intensity of the object
The above study suggests that the ,
C k
I value depends on k and can help determine whether EM gain should be applied to improve the resolution of a quantitative biophysical assay probing an object with known peak I . To explore whether other physical parameters of the object also affect the , C k I value in particle tracking, the simulated Gaussian particle was used as an ideal and simplified model for mimicking cellular components. Different levels of background signal ( BG I ) were assigned to the simulation to examine how , I significantly. With BG I > ~900 au, the EM gain will not improve the εS for particle tracking. B. A large apparent radius of particle, Ra, also affects the ,
We next evaluated the effects of particle size and sub-pixel location on , essence, these studies demonstrate that the EM gain is most effective in a biophysical assay such as particle tracking and positioning when the object possesses a small radius, low peak intensity, and low background intensity.
Particle tracking experiments verify the EM gain effect on image analysis
These simulation results were verified through the tracking of fixed 100-nm fluorescent microspheres. The ,
S k
ε , based on the positioning error in 600 trials of positioning a fixed microsphere, were determined at a fixed EM gain. An x -y diagram was used to describe the results (Fig. 6) . 
Conclusion
The EM gain magnifies the photon-signal-induced electron flow in individual pixels of a CCD camera. A higher EM gain can generate more output from the pixel until the pixel reaches its maximum output capacity (saturation). This saturation sets the working range that should be used when amplifying the incident signal. A quantitative method to assess the outcome after using EM gain and evaluate its effectiveness in a biophysical assay is essential to ensure high resolution in subcellular measurements. Therefore, here we investigate EM gain effects on simulated Gaussian shaped particles to gain an understanding of the optimal EM gain settings in cellular particle tracking.
We adopt this model system for three purposes. First, particle tracking is a powerful technique in cellular biophysics. Information gained from this approach can have a direct and immediate impact on the particle tracking community. Second, a Gaussian shaped particle is relatively easy to evaluate. Hence, results obtained from this model can be more easily verified than other models. Last, the evaluation procedure developed by use of this model can be extended as a platform to explore the effectiveness of EM gain on biophysical studies of cellular components with more complicated features.
The working range and effectiveness of EM gain
We previously presented that accuracy in particle-positioning relies heavily on a high SNR in acquired images [19] . Here, we further explored how the EM gain settings in a CCD camera can affect the SNR in acquired images. We modified an established method [22] to quantify the dependence of the SNR values on the EM gain, k, of an EMCCD camera and evaluated to which extent the EM gain could affect the outcome of a particle tracking experiment. After comparing the SNR values for different k values over a full range of incident light, we concluded that the EM gain only enhances the SNR of an output signal when the incident light intensity is lower than a certain critical level (in our case, it is 1900 au as measured at k = 0). When the incident light intensity is higher than that critical level, it will diminish the SNR value and damage the fidelity of particle tracking results. We also concluded that the working range of a particle tracking experiment is determined by the maximum peak I of a group of tracked particles because the electron multiplication of the brightest particle will more quickly result in saturation of the amplified maximum peak intensity ( out I ), reducing accuracy in particle positioning. The maximum peak I values allowed in our system are 12,840, 1,910 and 71 au (using k = 0 as a reference) for k = 2000, 3000 and 4000, respectively. This demonstrates that the working range for EM gain in particle tracking diminishes quickly with increasing EM gain when k is larger than 2000. Although the maximum pixel intensity allowed before saturation at k = 2000 is over 10,000 au in our experimental system as suggested in data shown in Fig. 4A , our simulation results suggest that the smaller positioning error compared to that at k = 0 for particle tracking occurs only when the peak I ≤ 6000 au. Hence, application of the highest k allowed by the working range will not necessarily produce the most accurate tracking result. Presumably this is because particle tracking needs to quantitatively analyze the intensity profile over a group of pixels to identify the position or boundary information. Since the SNR of a pixel at different intensities does not linearly depend on the EM gain setting, the relative intensities among the group of pixels representing the object of interest are quantitatively altered, changing the outcome of their calculated positions.
Analysis of the estimated values in this study
In our evaluation, the extraction of the ADC G value plays a critical role to determine the excess factor, k F . The range of ADC G within a 95% confidence interval was found to be 0.028, representing 3.96 times of its standard deviation. The standard deviation of ADC G estimated from this information is 0.007, which is 0.4% of its mean value. This can be quickly verified by calculating the standard deviation for ADC G using four independent trials, which was found to be less than 0.8%. Therefore, using the extreme values of ADC G (2 standard deviations from the mean), we could estimate the range of excess factor, k F , which was found to be within 0.98 ~1.02 times its mean value, or approximately within 2% of the mean in all different conditions. From this analysis, we expect that other parameters that can be derived based on the extracted ADC G value will also possess very little deviation from their mean values.
Assessment of EM gain in subcellular particle tracking experiments
The signal is highly sensitive to the EM gain setting, and our results suggest that the EM gain is not very useful for tracking particles that are typically brightly visible and clearly defined in the image (such as YFP-sumo). Our imaging experiments provide an example to demonstrate this phenomenon. A PML-nuclear body labeled by YFP-sumo has high background intensity, presumably caused by the freely diffusive YFP-sumo molecules in the nucleus [24] . This nuclear body also has high intensity and large radius. Therefore, it is not beneficial to track YFP-sumo-labeled PML-nuclear bodies using an EM gain setting. In contrast, electron multiplication favored the tracking of GW-bodies with dimmer intensities and possessing smaller radii. This study provides direct evidence to demonstrate that the EM gain setting of the EMCCD camera can significantly influence the positioning error during subcellular particle tracking.
Application of proper EM gain to biophysical measurements beyond particle tracking
Many biophysical studies utilize signals generated from GFP or their derivatives. The applications of GFP in quantitative cellular biophysics are very powerful but are challenging at low intensities. If the GFP molecules emit light with low intensity, the acquired image possesses a low SNR value and the accuracy of the biophysical assay is reduced. On the other hand, if the exposure time is increased, photo-bleaching effects become unavoidable. In most cases, it is best to minimize the UV-light exposure so a consistent signal output can be maintained. Therefore, a proper EM gain setting could greatly improve the accuracy of biophysical assays for low-intensity signals. Electron multiplication can effectively reduce the required image intensity and extend the possible experimental time frame without affecting spatial resolution. Under optimal EM gain settings, the pixel intensity can be more reliably measured for photon counting histogram analysis [12] . In this regard, the EMCCD camera can be used to improve the detection of molecular fluctuations in micro-scale volumes and improve the reliability of fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) [25] or concentration measurements [14] . In these types of studies, the EM gain feature is critical to successfully amplify the photon fluctuation to overcome readout noise since the photon count in the pixel is usually small.
In an effort to achieve the highest accuracy in microscopy-based biophysical measurements, a standard procedure to analyze the EM gain settings of a CCD camera is developed in this study. These quantitative cellular biophysical assays usually focus on imaging subcellular dynamics. Often, a quantitative measurement is required, and the accurate positioning of the subcellular object in image analysis becomes a critical step for the success of the biophysical assay. The parameters that can affect EM performance include the exposure time of image acquisition (temporal resolution), the background intensity and shape of the probed object. To be applicable to a broad range of experimental situations, this EMCCD characterization must be available for a variety of particle shapes, sizes and intensities. The method we have provided in this study is theoretically suitable for all types of EMCCD camera. Since the intensified CCD (ICCD) camera has similar signal amplification processing (photon signal is enhanced first in a similar way and sensed by CCD chip later) but a different physical mechanism; it is expected that some minor modifications to our method may be required to accurately assess the optimal settings for an ICCD camera. However, further verification is required. Nevertheless, this study provides a method to quantitatively choose the appropriate EM gain for maximizing the resolution of biophysical assays. The optimization procedure presented here should greatly improve the accuracy of such measurements.
